BMJ in the News is a weekly digest of BMJ stories, plus any other news about the company that has appeared in the national and a selection of English-speaking international media.

This week’s (6-12 June) highlights include:

**BMJ**

Capita Forms Exclusive Partnership with BMJ to Enhance Patient Care - Yahoo Finance
News 06/06/2016

**The BMJ**

Personal View: Stop stalling and make PrEP for HIV available now

Aids charity to take fight over Prep drug to court - BBC News 07/06/2016
Legal Move To Force NHS To Provide Aids Drug - Sky News 07/06/2016
NHS England must make 'revolutionary drugs that prevent HIV available immediately' - Daily Mail 07/06/2016

Also covered by: PharmaTimes, News-Medical.net, The Medical News, Medical Xpress, Science Newsline

Research: Differences in incomes of physicians in the US by race and sex

Race, gender may affect US doctor paychecks - Reuters 07/06/2016
This could be the real reason black doctors make less money than white doctors - Washington Post 08/06/2016
White Male Physicians Make 35% More Than Black Counterparts - Medscape 07/06/2016

Also covered by: Vox, TIME, NBC News, Pacific Standard, STAT News, OnMedica, Medical News Today, Atlanta Black Star

What your patient is thinking: A voice from the streets about Spice

How ‘Spice’ is Causing Health Emergencies - TIME 07/06/2016
We're too quick to judge if you're of fuller form - Evening Standard 09/06/2016

Medicine’s strangest cases: The man who kept getting pregnant and other weird true stories - Daily Express 09/06/2016

Mention of the first asbestosis diagnosis by the British Medical Journal in 1924 on Hidden Killers, BBC Four Channel, 09/06/2016

New chemsex drugs could be responsible for surge in HIV and hepatitis infections - The Mirror 06/06/2016

The dangers of rebranding prostitution as 'sex work' - The Guardian 07/06/2016

When you lose weight, where does it actually go? - Sydney Morning Herald 07/06/2016
Also covered by: NDTV, Stuff.co.nz

THE HOT OIL PICKLE - Bangalore Mirror 06/06/2016

Regulating the regulators - Financial Express 08/06/2016

Why it is healthy to cook in butter - Times of India 07/06/2016

Are pop stars destined to die young? - The Conversation US 08/06/2016

Q&A: Film revives contentions of autism-vaccine link - Herald Tribune 07/06/2016

Northern Ireland: Father and son critically injured by lightning strike outside Lisburn school - International Business Times 07/06/2016

How Gene Splicing, Medical Errors And Superbugs Reveal The Split Personality Of American - Forbes 09/06/2016

Obesity, Health and The Power of Advertising - New Yorker 12/06/2016

JOURNALS

British Journal of Sports Medicine

Editorial: Sport, exercise and menstrual cycle: where is the research?

Having Periods a ‘Major Barrier’ to Including Women in Sports Medicine Research - Newsweek 06/06/16

We Need More Women In Sports Medicine Trials, Say Scientists - BuzzFeed News 06/06/16

Women's period seen as barrier to medical research - CBC News Canada 06/06/16

Aussie kids also-rans in global fitness rankings - The Australian 03/06/16 (subscription only)

Experimental collar minimises effects of concussion - Medscape 03/06/16

Sexually Transmitted Infections

Research: Forming new sex partnerships while overseas: findings from the third British National Survey of Sexual Attitudes & Lifestyles (Natsal-3)
Research: Sexual behaviour of backpackers who visit Koh Tao and Koh Phangan, Thailand: a cross sectional study

What do we want on holiday? Sex and sunshine! - Independent Online 07/06/16
How the middle-aged are looking for sun, sea and SEX on holiday - Daily Mail + Scottish Daily Mail 07/06/16
Pack condoms with the suntan lotion, advise experts - The Guardian 07/06/16


Annals of the Rheumatic Diseases

Encouraging news for patients on TNF inhibitors - Medscape 08/06/16
No special cancer risk seen with sarcoidosis - MedPage Today 06/06/16
FRAX tool may overestimate fracture risk in rheumatoid arthritis patients - Endocrinology Advisor 06/06/16

BMJ Open

It can take 30 tries for some to quit smoking, study finds - Toronto Star 10/06/16
Air pollution risks youngsters’ mental health - Times of India 09/06/16


Air pollution to blame for a third of strokes worldwide, say experts - Daily Mirror 09/06/16
Wheelchair users more at risk of accidents - Daily Star Albany 10/06/16
British Journal of Ophthalmology

Silicone arrogance? Google misfires as it tries to turn Star Trek into reality - STAT 06/06/16

Cataract surgeons seek ‘perfect’ capsulotomy - Healio 06/06/16

Journal of Epidemiology & Community Health

Changing economic conditions can affect children's weight - Reuters UK 09/06/16
Also in Business Insider, Tech Times

Journal of Medical Ethics

Let’s increase organ transplant rates by encouraging euthanasia patients to donate, say doctors - BioEdge 11/06/16

Journal of Neurology Neurosurgery & Psychiatry

Melatonin shows promise for migraines - 6Minutes 07/06/16

The skinny on shapewear: the effects of compression clothing - KSL.com (Utah) 07/06/16

Open Heart

Diet experts to put big fat lie in the blender - Sunday Times + Sunday Times Scotland 12/06/16

Thorax

Hayfever? Suffer no more - Sunday Telegraph 12/06/16 (print only)